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THE STORY OF THE SWISS MOBILE POST OFFICES (Automobilpostbüros)               GIOVANNI BALIMANN (CphH/AIJP)

Giovanni is the President of the Consilium Philateliae Helveticae. He gave a presentation on the subject of Mobile
Post Offices at our 70th Anniversary event in Lucerne. His display showed milestones in the use and development of
the Mobile Post Offices (MPOs) in chronological order. It was first mounted for the exhibition GABRA IV in 2001 on
the occasion of the very last operation of a MPO. This article provides a summary of the MPO story.

Fig. 1 On the occasion of the approval of the first MPO at the company «Carrosserie Eggli» in Lausanne the project leader Joseph Frey
sent himself a "pre-first day cover" with the first (unofficial) use of the canceller «f».

The first motorized MPO appeared in France in 1935 (n.b. the Swiss Army had a horse-drawn mobile post office as
early as 1910). Two years later Great Britain and Switzerland introduced their first such vehicle. The first Swiss
MPO was suggested by the Postal District Directorate of Zürich in 1935 to serve the outer Zürich area in order to
obviate the need to set up small offices in the surrounding rural areas, but the General Directorate in Berne
rejected the idea. But surprisingly, two years later, within three months the PTT had designed and produced full
detailed technical drawings and a Lausanne company had constructed the vehicle. The project leader Joseph Frey
personally produced a pre-first day cover (unique item) which he sent to himself on the occasion of the approval
of the vehicle at the company in Lausanne (Fig. 1). The MPO first appeared at the 1937 Geneva Motor Show. Two
official postal stationery cards were issued showing both sides of the vehicle, and on the opening of the show
Joseph Frey sent one each to his wife and himself respectively. Unfortunately a date stamp showing the wrong
date (of the delivery of the cancels) was applied to the Express covers and the correct Registration labels were not
ready. Some of the staff also appeared to have produced their own, non-official cachets in red and violet ink
during the show. 
 

In all, seven MPOs were built and operated by the PTT, two of which were operated by the Swiss Post after the
separation of Swisscom. Each MPO had its own dedicated cancellers in two (no. 4) to five languages (nos. 1 and 2)
identifying its number. However, the cancellation numbers only go up to six, as the second and third MPOs were
renumbered  (downward)  in  1955 when the first  of  the vehicles  was  taken out  of  service.  The cancellers  in
Romansch, if ever, were used only once or twice during their more than twenty years of existence. In 1960 all
cancellers were replaced by new ones in three languages of a larger diameter (32 instead of 28 mm) showing a
side view of the MPO no. 3.

In 1937 the PTT issued the first dedicated MPO stamp and postal stationery card which both had to be ordered at
the MPO - COD special covers in two sizes were printed for the shipping, all franked with a block of four MPO
stamps.
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Fig. 2 (left) Two picture postcards with captions "Mobile Post Office" and "Mobile Telephone Booths" were issued in 1937 and a further
one in 1940 with the caption "Mobile Post Office 3", all in three languages (German, French an Italian). For small businesses wanting to
write postcards with the typewriter the PTT produced strips of seven cards separated by a horizontal perforation (minimum order of 100
strips). Of the nine variations mentioned above only one was ever used on one edition of such strips. 
Fig. 3 (right) One of the two trailers built in 1939, here in operation at the "5. Schweiz. Armee-Meisterschaften 1941" in Basel. Because

of the restricted space in the trailer postal items were cancelled on a table located behind it prior to their dispatch. 

Purpose-built trailers (Fig. 3) operated on some occasions, but their use was limited. Because the first two did not
have their own cancellers they had to use those of one of the MPOs in operation in a different language region. 

In 1945 the philatelic service in Berne introduced the possibility for a subscription for special and MPO postmarks.
As in Berne the corresponding covers were cancelled in advance it could happen that the covers processed in the
MPO showed a date cancel in a different language, with a different MPO number or with a different date, and
sometimes a cachet applied with a different colour ink. Corresponding examples for each of these “deviations” are
included in my display. 

The Introduction of the distance-related Heavy Vehicle Fee HVF in January 2001 marked the death knell for Swiss
Post's mobile post offices. At the special request of philatelists, one final exhibition using a MPO took place in
Burgdorf in 2001.

Fig.  4  (left)  Only  irregular  use  of  the  canceller  «3r»  by  a  (probably  frustrated  member  of  staff)  on  the  occasion  of  the  second
postponement due to bad weather of the «Zürcher Kantonal Turnfahrt» in Egg (ZH) on a small number of souvenir sheets. 
Fig. 5 (right) First use of a mobile post office registration label with a barcode, mandatory for international mail as from 1994, at the
«Escalade» in Geneva. At the same time last use of the canceller «5F».

I displayed a wide range of covers in Lucerne showing the range of uses undertaken by the MPOs. Some of the
covers were quite rare and one or two perhaps unique. They included:

• A number  of  covers  showing cancelled  mail  from all  of  the  MPOs on  their  first  and last  days  of
operation,  the first  postponed events for  which a MPO was available (or  not)  as well  as the first
cancelled  event  (illustrated  with  a  mint  card  with  the  accompanying  note  of  the  Postal  District
Directorate concerned). 
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• Mail cancelled at the MPO with one of its cancellers when it was being used as an auxiliary post office
when the actual post office was out of service, whilst undergoing restoration or revamping. 

• As from 1994 registration labels with a bar-code had to be used for international mail (Fig. 5), but the
PTT forgot to produce corresponding labels for the MPOs. Following my complaint such labels were
produced at  a  later  date and the label  no.  “001” was sent to me to be applied on the object  of
complaint; coincidentally the MPO in question was never put in operation again using its cancellers, so
the registration label mentioned remained the only one ever used. 

• Covers from events in Liechtenstein attended by a Swiss MPO, one with a registration label with the
misprint "Liechfenstein". 

                          Fig. 6 The Mobile Telegraphic Office (MTO).                            Fig. 7 Mobile Telegraphic Office “service canceller” on cover. 

Finally, what most collectors do not know is that the PTT also built a Mobile Telegraphic Office (MTO) equipped
with two Phone and ten Telex booths to serve correspondents at big events to transmit reports to their editorial
offices. The vehicle was in operation from 1973 to 1990, whereupon it was converted to a "Telecom-Show-Bus"
(Fig. 6). As the Mobile Telegraphic Office did not handle "physical mail" there was no need for a date canceller; it
disposed only of two "service cancellers" shown on the (probably unique) cover above (Fig. 7).

Giovanni's detailed 590-page book on the history of the MPOs entitled “Automobilpostbüros der Schweizer PTT
1937 bis 2003” was published in 2012 by the SVPS/ASCEP. A copy is available in the Society's library. A 13-page list
of the milestones of the Swiss MPOs will soon be available on the Society's website. 

 WORLD STAMP SHOW, NEW YORK 2016                                                                                                         FRED HOADLEY

Members might like to take a look at the display compiled by Jon Aitchison FRPSL, to celebrate 148 years of the
Royal Philatelic Society London, and prepared for the World Stamp Show, New York 2016. The display comprises
one page for every year of the Society’s existence and includes contributions from 137 members from 38 different
countries. 

To  view this  display  visit  the  RPSL  home page  http://www.rpsl.org.uk/home.asp  and  under  the  section  'The
Society is in its 148th Year' click on the link provided to view the display in flip book format. Alternatively, go direct
to the flip book by using the link http://www.rpsl.org.uk/documents/displays/NY2016/mobile/index.html Take a
look at the years 1882, 1924 and 1946 for entries on Switzerland. 

LUGANO 2018

An early warning – the Swiss National Stamp Exhibition (NABA) is to be held in Lugano on 18 th -  20th May 2018. If
you are thinking of attending, be sure to book early, as I am informed accommodation around the Swiss/Italian
Lakes is always at a premium.
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LUCERNE 2016                                                                                                                                          RICHARD DONITHORN

Just to emphasise that our 70th Anniversary Celebration was enjoyed by all, here are some photographs taken
during the event by Bob Medland and Hans Zinken:

Top left - Our President, Claude Mistely and the Master of Ceremonies, Fred Hoadley welcoming some of our
guests at the offices of Rölli-Schär Ltd. - Mrs. Christina Bamford-Rölli, George Struble from the American Helvetia
Philatelic Society (far left) and Hans Zinken from the German Swiss Collectors Society. Top right – enjoying Swiss
cuisine and a  glass  or  two at  a  local  hostelry.  Bottom left  – Hans Zinken addressing  some of  the members
assembled to discover more about de Coppet cancels.  Bottom right – Our Treasurer, Norton Wragg with the seat
reservation ticket for the happy band of members on their way to the Museum of Communications in Berne.

The Displays by Our Members
A number of our members took photo-copies or slides of the prime items in their collection to show, both to our
guests from abroad, and to all our members assembled in Lucerne to celebrate our “70th”. Our Chairman lead off
with one of the main presentations – his very attractive and comprehensive display illustrating the history of the
motorised Postal Coach. Like much of the material shown by the other members, it  had previously been the
subject of a display(s) at meetings of our Society and/or other events in Britain and/or been the subject of an
article(s) in our Newsletter. A full schedule of the displays at Lucerne is set out below. Members interested in a
particular subject, should refer to the HPSN articles quoted:
David Hope's 'Swiss Postal Coaches' – a 4-part article in HPSNs April – August 2013 and the report on his display to
the Southern Group in HPSN February 2014.
Norton Wragg's 'International Usage of  Charity Issues 1940-1960' – a 2-part article 'Pro Patria 1961 – 2012' in
HPSNs September and October 2014.  
Fred Hoadley's 'TPOs of the Swiss Private Railways - a 3-part article ''Mail by Rail' in HPSNs November, December
2010 and January 2011. 
David Colman's 'Razor Blade Cancels' n.b. reference to the new catalogue of these in HPSN November 2015.
Bob Medland's 'Postage Due to and from Switzerland' - in many articles in the HPSN, in particular, see reports on
the Southern Region meeting in HPSN May 2015 and the Northern Region HPSN February 2014. 
Marc Burgess's 'The 25th Anniversary of the UPU' - report on Southern Region meeting in HPSN November 2015.
Paul Jenkin's 'Vintage Postcards of Canton Geneva' – reports on Southern Region meetings in HPSN August 2015
(Aarau, Basel, Appenzell) and November 2015 (Fribourg); and the Annual National Meeting in HPSN June 2015.
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A GREAT STEAMSHIP LETTER – EXAMINED IN GIBRALTAR                                         CHARLES J. LaBLONDE CPhH, FRPSL

Early World War II mail offers an excellent chance to link postal history (censorship) with the great steamships that
were sailing the North Atlantic. An example is shown here. 

The letter itself originated in Zug, Switzerland. on 14th May 1940. It was paid 30 centimes surface mail postage and
annotated by  the sender  for  transit  on  the 'S.S.  Washington'.  At  this  time Great  Britain  was  censoring  mail
transiting Gibraltar. The censor label is Type T14A, in use from 16 th March 1940 to 16th October 1944. The Censor
Number 6090 was stamped on the closer.

The  Swiss  Postal  Bulletin  for  May  1940  shows  the  'S.S.
Washington' sailing from Genoa to the USA on 18th May or
again on 15th June. Mail for these departures was collected
and  processed  at  Chiasso  2.  Given  the  arrival  date  of  the
letter as 17th July  1940, it  probably sailed on the 15 th June
departure. 

The 'S.S. Washington' was built in Camden, New Jersey and
launched on 20th August 1932. With her sister ship, the 'S.S.
Manhattan', they were the largest liners ever built in the USA.
The  24,189  ton  ships  carried  1,130  passengers  in  three
classes. 

Both ships sailed the Genoa - Naples - New York route until
Italy entered the war in June 1940. On 6th June 1941 the US
Navy  requisitioned  the  'S.S.  Washington',  refitted  her  for

wartime and renamed her 'USS Mount Vernon'. She was scrapped in 1965.
This article was published in the September 2016 edition of the American HPS's journal 'Tell'. We are grateful to the Society and the

authors for enabling us to reprint it in our Newsletter.

'AROUND SWITZERLAND IN 80 MAPS – A MAGICAL JOURNEY'                                                                                 EDITOR

This 220-page book by Diccon Bewes was published last year by Helvetiq. It contains a massive collection of full-
colour reproductions of maps covering all subjects and periods. An ideal volume to browse through and lap up the
new information on all things Swiss you will glean from its pages. The review in 'Swiss Express' described it as:
“giving an overview of Switzerland that would be hard to achieve in the same number of pages in any other form.
A visual joy …...... a splendid and comprehensive selection of examples of the cartographer's art.” (ISBN: 978 2
940481 14 9).
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INTERESTING COINCIDENCE                                                                       DAVID COLMAN and BOB MEDLAND             

At the Annual Meeting of the Society in Harrogate this year, by coincidence, we both elected to present Helvetia
Cup Competition entries on early Official stamps. This coincidence was compounded by the fact that we were
displaying a number of virtually identical covers bearing mixed franking of perforated cross and overprinted cross
issues of the 1936 Landscapes series. The covers are all addressed to the Gewerbe und Fabrik Inspectorat (Trade
and Manufacturing Inspectorate) in St. Gallen. In such circumstances the questions naturally arise regarding the
mixed franking. Were they a philatelic manipulation or natural stock management? 

On the first pair of similar covers (see above) the required 20c franking was met with five 3c stamps (overprinted
cross) to which a single 5c stamp (perforated cross) was added. Both were neatly cancelled at the St Gallen letter
sorting office at 7pm – one on 30/1/1939 and the other on 27/3/1939. What is interesting about them is the
mixed franking and the use of so many 3c stamps when a single 20c stamp would have done the trick. 

These are clearly pre-stamped covers designed to ensure, or at least encourage, replies. Indeed the one on the
right still shows the crease where it was folded into the envelope sent out by the Inspectorate. Gewerbe und
Fabrik Inspektorat SAE covers are distinct for being pre-addressed in violet ink by mimeograph. It appears that
someone in the dispatch department was a stamp/cover collector in view of the various combinations of stamps
used on them; and one can be a bit suspicious about covers that are in immaculate condition such as these,
especially with franking that includes the scarce 3c stamps. Could they be complete philatelic fabrications? Or had
a clerk been instructed to use up excess stocks of 3c stamps which otherwise would have had very limited use for
printed matter?

 
The second pair of covers (see above), also from the same stable in 1939, feature the simpler franking of a 15c
landscape (perforated cross) topped up with a later 5c (overprinted cross). (n.b. The difference in the brown of the
covers and depth of colour of the stamps is solely due to them having been copied on different scanners). These
too carry some suspicion of being the work of a creative philatelist working in the Inspectorate. However, these
differ from the first pair in that they appear to have been genuinely used, having been struck with date cancellers
at Au and Widnau respectively (both in canton St Gallen). The former cover was also struck with a private cachet
of the sender, a firm of embroiderers, so there is no doubt that it went out of the Inspectorate and was returned
by post. Are there other examples from the same source which members can find?
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CONTACTING YOUR SOCIETY'S OFFICERS                                                                                                                       EDITOR

Are you taking full advantage of the Society's services? Here are the relevant officers' contact details :
The Chairman, David Hope - Tel. 0161 303 0091 Email: chairman@swiss-philately.co.uk
Secretary,  Neville  Nelder  –  Email:  secretary@swiss-philately.co.uk See  also  the  contact  details  in  the
masthead on the first page of every newsletter.
Treasurer, Norton Wragg - Tel. 01625 613654 Email: treasurer@ swiss-philately.co.uk
Librarian, Bob Medland – Tel. 01761 452959 Email: librarian@swiss-philately.co.uk
Packet  Secretary,  Alison  Kilpatrick  –  Tel.  07896  585670  (please  ring  ONLY  AFTER  8pm).  Email:
packetsec@swiss-philately.co.uk
Webmaster,  Fred  Hoadley  –  Tel.  01403  711987  Mobile  07990  632997  Email:  webmaster@swiss-
philately.co.uk
Newsletter Postal Distributor, Rosalind Ragg – Telephone 01789 470145
Newsletter Editor, Richard Donithorn – Email:  editor@swiss-philately.co.uk See also the contact details in
the  masthead  on  the  front  page  of  every  newsletter.  Also  distributes  the  electronic  version  of  the
Newsletter.

If members are experiencing any difficulty in contacting a particular Society Officer, they should get in touch with
our Secretary, Neville Nelder 

REPORT ON THE MEETING OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP IN JUNE – 'MEMBERS' DISPLAYS'                    NEVILLE NELDER

There was an unusually low attendance of eight members, mainly owing to the meeting being held in late June
following Lucerne 2016. The passing of our long-standing member and former Newsletter Editor, Peter Hobbs,
was remembered in a short period of silence. The rest of the day was spent with a lively atmosphere and much
discussion over the short displays given by all members attending. 

Martin Mantell presented a wide range of Graf Zeppelin mail, not all relating to Switzerland. Several were flown
from “ports” other than Friedrichshafen, and many related to South America. He also showed sheets of the BIE
forerunner stamps with scarce complete sheets and commemorative packs. Marc Burgess showed some items of
Swiss social history from 1795 onwards, including some fine examples of transitional cantonal stamps of Geneva
and of  the Poste  Locale issue.  Alison Kilpatrick followed with  an unusual  frame of  Swiss  intercepted mail  in
Bermuda, where up to 1,000 staff  were stationed between 1939 and 1944 to censor transatlantic  mail.  This
caused some annoyance to American carriers until the USA entered WW2. She also showed a non-Swiss frame
relating to stamps commemorating the Irish 1916 7-day rebellion, and the story behind individuals concerned
with the revolt and its crushing. 

Neville Nelder displayed a selection of 'Tell' issue se-tenant, tête-bêche and gutter or interspace pairs as stamps
and on cover; followed by Paul Jenkins with his well-presented and researched collection of period postcards, this
time from Canton Glarus. Bob Medland had two displays: one of early ‘Taxe perçue’ items associated with airmail
and one of early postage covers with official postal labels attached. Werner Gattiker had found time to mount an
interesting  history  of  'Cash-on-delivery/Nachnahme'  items from the 1850s,  terminated in  1970 by  an abrupt
increase in  fees from 15c  to 8fr!  Finally,  Ted Stern presented some items related to the short-lived Helvetic
Republic period of 1798 to 1803, and also cards and photos of paddle steamers on Lake Geneva.

In summary, the day embraced a wide variety of subjects of amazing quality and interest, demonstrating how
members can respond when put to the test!

SWISS POST OFFICE CLOSURES
In the July edition of 'Tell' – a Canadian member of the AHPS, George Smith, reported that he had discovered an
interesting aspect of the ongoing programme of post office closures in Switzerland i.e. that the new post office
facility is sometimes located in a different canton to the office that it replaced, the latter having been situated
close to the cantonal  border. Given the loyalty of  the Swiss to their  canton, this must grate on the die-hard
loyalists. George cites four examples (and there are probably many more): 

• Meinisberg in canton Bern is now serviced by Grenchen in canton Solothurn. 
• Prevonloup in canton Vaud is now serviced by Romont in canton Fribourg. 
• Schangnau in canton Bern is now serviced by Escholzmatt in canton Luzern. 
• Waltzenhausen in canton Appenzell-Ausserrhoden is  now serviced by St.  Margrethen in canton St.

Gallen. 
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THE PICCARDS, “SOLAR IMPULSE 2” AND AN EXTRA COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE                                                     EDITOR

                          Z620                                                  Z864                                                        Z863                                                      Z971

In 1978 the famous Swiss physician, inventor and explorer Auguste Piccard was commemorated in one of the
PTT's “Portraits” series of stamps (Z620). Auguste was known for his hot air balloon flights which enabled him to
study  the  upper  atmosphere,  including  cosmic  radiation.  In  1994  the  Europa  stamps  common  theme  was
“Discoveries” and the PTT seized the opportunity to celebrate his achievements. One stamp (Z864) shows his
stratospheric hydrogen balloon with which he ascended in a pressurised, aluminium, spherical cabin to a record
height of 16,940 metres in 1932; taking off near Zürich, crossing the Glarus Alps and, after 12 hours, landing in
Monzambo south of Lake Garda. In 1937 he began preparing for a new area of exploration - deep-sea diving.

His son Jacques Piccard (born in Belgium) was trained as an oceanographer and engineer and initially supported
his father in the design and development of deep-diving bathyscaphes. On 23rd January 1960, in the bathyscaphe
'Trieste' (designed by his father), Jacques and US Navy Lieutenant Don Walsh  reached a then record maximum
depth of about 10,916 metres (35,797ft.) in the deepest known part of the Earth's oceans, the Challenger Deep in
the  Mariana  Trench  near  Guam  in  the  Pacific.  He  went  on  to  construct  four  further  submarines,  including
'Mésoscaphe Auguste Piccard', the world's first passenger submarine, built for the 1964 Swiss National Exhibition.
The second Europa stamp shows the 'Trieste' submerged (Z863).  Auguste died in 1962 in Lausanne; Jacques in
2008 in Cully.

In 1999 Swiss Post issued a stamp (Z971) and two postal stationery cards to commemorate the first non-stop,
round-the-world flight (over 20 days) by a hot air-balloon – the 'Breitling Orbiter 3', which was piloted by the
psychiatrist and balloonist Bertrand Piccard (grandson of Auguste Piccard and son of Jacques Piccard) and the
Englishman Brian Jones (see illustrations below). The flight was achieved simply by using the strength of the wind;
drifting along with no steering mechanism. The balloon took the form of a gigantic envelope, 55 meters high and
covered with a layer of thermal insulation, as well as a pressurised cabin allowing the crew to survive at altitudes
of  10,000  to  12,000  meters,  where  the  jet-streams  blow.  Submitting  to  the  elements,  Bertrand  saw  it
philisophically as a true alliance with Nature.

In July 2016, to commemorate the completion of Bertrand's latest feat, his epic 16-month round-the-world, solar-
powered flight in 'Solar Impulse 2', Swiss Post issued a small sheet of eight 1fr. stamps showing the aircraft in
flight. This was a surprise addition to their scheduled annual programme. In their publicity, they stated:  “On the
9th March 2015, Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg took off from Abu Dhabi to circumnavigate the globe in
their solar-powered aircraft 'Solar Impulse 2'. All in all, the two Swiss pilots covered a distance of 35,000 kms. in  

                                 Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones                                                                            Breitling Orbiter 3                    
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 The new Solar Impulse 2 stamp

17 stages without consuming a single drop of fuel. On 26 th July 2016 (CET), 'Solar Impulse 2' landed safely in Abu
Dhabi. For Piccard and Borschberg, the project wasn’t about setting a new world record, but about using their
successful circumnavigation of the globe to demonstrate that a transition to responsible and sustainable energy is
possible. At the same time their aim is to raise awareness among the general public about the use and promotion
of renewable energies. According to Piccard, 'Solar Impulse 2' should be understood not only as an aircraft, but
also as an economic, environmental and scientific message and icon.”  

On his  website,  Bertrand Piccard states that he:  “finds in this  flight all  aspects  of  his  family’s  heritage -  the
pioneering spirit, curiosity, perseverance, scientific adventure, airborne exploration, high technology, teamwork,
calling  into  question  what  people  consider  “impossible”,  and  of  course  environmental  protection.  The  solar
airplane may seem the project’s focal point, but beyond the aeronautical dimension, the overriding aim is to
encourage everyone to be pioneers in their everyday lives. Whether in the way they think and act, take political
decisions, or make choices about energy. To be part of the 'Solar Impulse' adventure is to subscribe to an initiative
that shows why surpassing personal limits makes sense, and places human-oriented values back at the center of
debate....... The ultimate objective of 'Solar Impulse' is to lend expression to a human-centered vision giving free
rein to innovation and the pioneering spirit in everyday life.”

The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Northern Group - The next meetings are on Saturday 5th November 2016 – 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice',
Saturday 4th March 2017 – 'Chairman's Presentation' and Saturday 1st April 2017 – AGM and Members' Choice'. All
meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00pm. Further details from
David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.

Southern Group –  All-day Saturday meetings (10.30am to 4.00pm) are held at The Three Crowns at Whaddon,
Wilts. near Salisbury (postcode SP5 3HB), just off the A36, and include coffee, lunch and tea. We usually have one
or two main speakers and always include a selection of members’ short displays, too. All members and visitors are
welcome. The next meeting is on 15  th   October when Eric Lienhard will entertain us with 'The Philatelic World of
Chocolate'. Dates for 2017 are: 18th March: 'Swiss TPOs' by Philip Vaughan, 3rd June: 'Alison Kilpatrick Entertains'
and 7th October: suggestions, please! Further information is available on the Society Website or from Werner
Gattiker (werner@swisstamps.co.uk – 01273 845 501)

   

mailto:werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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FRANCE-NEUCH  Â  TEL POSTAL TREATY OF 1807                                                                                               FRED HOADLEY 

Examples of mail conveyed between the Canton of Neuchâtel and France (and beyond) during the early part of
the 19th century are not easy to find, and so I was delighted to acquire this letter of 1807 posted in the town of
Locle to an address in Liege. 

When this letter was posted, the principality of Neuchâtel was under the control of Marshal Berthier, appointed
Governor of the canton in 1806 by Napoleon. Belgium, at the time, enjoyed close relations with France, until 1831
when the country separated from Holland. 

What makes this item of particular interest to me is that it bears the two-line marque d'entrée NEUCHÂTEL PAR /
PONTARLIER,  first  used  in  1807  by  the  French  exchange  office  at  Pontarlier  under  the  terms  of  the  postal
agreement with Neuchâtel. Although a handstamp of this type was in use until 1818 examples are not easily
found. 

Furthermore, and with equal interest, is the LOCLE town handstamp. Now this might seem quite normal to see a
town mark on mail,  but during the period immediately following Napoleon’s Act of Mediation in 1803, when
administration of the postal services was returned to the cantons, we see the Swiss returning to their old ways of
not consistently marking their  mail  with a place of  origin,  as had been agreed in earlier postal treaties.  This
frustrated the French postal authorities in their attempts to apply accurate postage due rates, with the result that
in 1818 all existing treaties with the Swiss cantons were cancelled. 

On this occasion the Swiss did comply with the rules and struck the item with the town mark (Wi.2049) and added
the Cantonal charge of 4 kreuzers. The letter was passed to the French office at Pontarlier where the marque
d'entrée (VdL.2024) was applied together with a manuscript 8 (decimes) postage due, and forwarded to Liège.
Under the agreement of 1807 the French refunded the Swiss 2 decimes for transit to the border. 

References: 
Les Marques Postales de la Suisse 1650-1850, Marc Henrioud & Jean J Winkler 

      Marques de Passage 1661-1875, James Van der Linden.
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